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Fear is another basic element in traditional religion.  Mircea Eíade said that primitive 

peoples did not believe in their divinities but rather they feared them.  The fact is that 

over many millennia fear has been great force in sustaining religions. 

Beginning with a cosmology that shows human life as determined by supernatural forces 

of heaven and hell, human beings have been aware of their serious weakness.  They feel 

that their life depends each moment upon supernatural beings.  They realize that they do 

not control their lives, they are always under threat.  They live with fear.  

They fear God because God can punish.  God is dominating and wishes that human 

beings submit to that domination.  The names of God are names of power, even in the 

Bible.  While it is true that for Moses God has no name and simply exists, in the practice 

of the life of Israel God always is the Lord, the power, the dominion and human beings 

are God's servants, followers, the faithful and obedient ones.  God is the author of a law 

that is found in various forms in all religions.  God desires obedience to the law.  The 

person who does not obey is punished in this life and the next.  

Fear of God's power is the basis of worship.  In order to secure God's indulgence, pardon, 

patience, or to request what is necessary for life, or health, or peace in the family, the 

clan, or tribe or victory in war it is necessary to offer prayers, expressions of submission.  

It is necessary to offer promises and sacrifices. In many religions an extensive cult 

developed around fear.  Christian worship expanded in extraordinary ways.  This worship 

makes necessary abundant clerics and temple for its celebration.  It is all necessary in 

order to receive the desired goods.  Many liturgical texts from the middle ages still 

contain this ideology of fear, or power and of punishment.  God is a severe judge who 

cannot be deceived.  

In addition there is fear of the powers of evil.  They have a great power of seduction and 

deceit.  One must always be alert, ready to fight against the temptations of the demons. 

Religious gestures are part of this struggle.  
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For clerics, the theme of fear was central in their publicity program.  Priests could fight 

more efficiently again demons and better approach God and the saints to secure benefit 

and favors.  It is no surprise that this fear message has had such success.  

With modernity human beings have discovered that their lives are not directed or 

controlled by supernatural forces.   They themselves are owners of their lives.  The 

threats, dangers, and bad things in their lives are not due to supernatural forces but rather 

to natural factors and to the decisions taken by human beings themselves.  Sickness is not 

a punishment for sin.  Victory is not given by god.  Peace is a result of human action.  

As a result of this discovery human beings have lost their fear.  They no longer fear God 

nor devils.  They take up their lives with their limits and possibilities.  They learn to 

better understand nature and their own capacities to produce desired effects. They no 

longer ask God for the things that they covet.  

All of this evolution is irreversible.  No one can return to a religious consciousness of the 

past.  The cosmology and anthropology born in modernity and continuing to develop are 

definitive.  There will always be some survivors from previous eras.  Never the less now 

a large part of Catholic worship is no more than a spectacle for tourists.  The tourists 

don't understand any of it but they enjoy the anthropological museums which religions 

have become today.  The cathedrals will receive more and more visitors and Pontifical 

Mass will continue to be televised.  

…    

Religion is part of the human condition.  There are persons who can live without religion 

just as there are persons who do not play a musical instrument or who do not travel nor 

learn languages.  But all of these absences diminish their humanity.  For this reason in 

every culture there is religion and if the culture changes religion will also change and 

another will appear.  We are at a crucial point in history due to the radical change in 

culture.  

Religion has a future but not necessarily the religions that we know today.  Traditional 

Christian religion does not have much of a future because it has become 

incomprehensible and the new culture seeks understanding.  

The formation of a new religion can take centuries but early-on signs appear.  Many 

groups, many institutions will appear and disappear.  Never the less in the midst of all of 

these there is a hint of something for which we are looking.  

Jesus did not establish any religion.  He left the door open so that his disciples could 

create the religion best adapted to their culture. He did this unconsciously, that is, in a 

way that no one knew that they were constructing a new religion.  For this reason the 

religion that we know and practice was formed within the Roman Empire.  Others may 

appear.  We are at the beginning of the history of the world and of evangelization.  Up 

until now Christianity has only penetrated a single culture (with two streams) on the basis 



of its origins in the Roman Empire.  This is only a beginning, a first stage. What is most 

likely is that there will not be a sharp division but rather a progressive evolution.  Certain 

institutions or practices will disappear and others will appear.  After a few centuries a 

new, combined structure will be seen.  

Starting now we can describe some characteristics of this future church.  Since we are 

thinking about the future, many opinions are possible, but this does not preclude 

proposing how we see this evolution.  

FIRST- It is probable that the religion of the future will be more mystical than cultural.  

It will give more importance to the listening to the Word of God than to worship.  There 

will be prayers of listening and gathering rather than prayers of petition or adoration.  

Worship will be much less the celebration of God's power and more a celebration of 

God's quiet and humble presence in our world.  

SECOND - The religion that is to come will give less importance to religious objects and 

more to the worshiper; less importance to dogmas in a literal sense and more attention to 

personal experience in following Jesus.  There will be less need to objectify religion and 

there will be a clear separation of religious elements from the forces of the universe.  The 

Bible displays much fear of the material nature of the universe because it lived in the 

midst of religions which identified divinity with natural phenomena.  It was necessary to 

have a distinction between God and the forces of nature.  But that separated us too much 

from nature and its dynamics.  The universe is not made from inert objects.  The earth 

lives, changes, produces and right now it feels the wounds that an excessively destructive 

civilization inflicts upon it.  

THIRD - A subject is born by means of dialog with another subject.  It is born by the 

reciprocal relation it maintains with other subjects.  Traditional religion provides people 

with a complete religious world and it communicates by means of the transmission of that 

religious world to a person using dogmas, rites precepts and institutions.  

The indications are that that world of religious objects will have to give way to the vital 

relation between persons who are equal.  The priestly caste will progressively fade away 

along with all the marks of the sacred attributed to it over the centuries.   The priestly 

status had made impossible a relation on the human level.  It is very difficult to overlook 

the sacred character of the priest.  Only a few lay-people are able to achieve a normal 

human relationship, even within a family where sibling relationships are affected.  

FOURTH - The Christians of tomorrow will need small communities with close 

relationships.  The family will lose its importance because each of the children will make 

their own life and move to distant places.  Relations of the neighborhood will disappear.  

What will be necessary are community relations between persons who participate in the 

same religion, sharing purposes and values. 

The era of heresy hunting has past.  There is no need for clerics to constantly shepherd 

the flock so that no one backslides.  There will still be condemnations but they will not be 



taken seriously.  In spite of the resistance of the hierarchy, the vertical structure of the 

Church does not have much future. 

In a church of liberated lay people, creativity will again be seen in all aspects of life.  The 

clergy will not have the responsibility of inventing everything.  There will be a Christian 

community with many new initiatives.  None of this can we imagine at this moment.  

Right now we must practice, that is demonstrate, the gospel, the good news of Jesus 

Christ as it was in its origin,   free of the religious apparatus that has hidden it over the 

centuries until it disappeared under the multicultural blanket it was given.  It is enough to 

mention traditional artistic representations, the pious literature of the ages, popular and 

not so popular devotions:  all that covered the true face of Jesus Christ. 

A religion is necessary.  But nothing requires that it be the same in the West, in Africa, 

India, China or Japan.  In those countries there is much positive feeling about Christianity 

but little for the churches.  This is a sign for the future. 

Religion necessarily replaces the immediate presence of Jesus Christ.  Jesus had to 

disappear from this world so that he could be known in the whole world, to the diverse 

peoples who produced the Christianity that we know. 

It happens that the minorities who remain faithful to the practices of the old Christian 

religion are those who are less aware of what is happening in the world.  They do not 

sense any need for change and are frightened by any suggestion of new forms.  It is the 

same with the clergy who are attending this minority.  They are not able to perceive what 

is happening in the world.  Only a few   people who are at some distance from these 

minorities can understand and prepare for the future. 

In the years of glory for the church in Latin America, between 1960 and 1985 a few of 

the signs of this church of the future appeared.  They produced fear and were finally 

rejected, but they will be models for future generations once the present period of 

attempted restoration of the old forms of Christianity is over.  This is an impossible 

solution and will constantly be losing credibility.  

I presented Helder Camara as a model of the bishop of the future.  In Rome they saw him 

as crazy.  Bishop Leonidas Proaño of Ecuador was accused of having an obsession for 

Indians, because to live at the service of the Indians could only be the result of 

psychological trauma.  
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